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It’s nearly summer time, and you know what that means! It’s time to go outside and see what
kind of effect our unpredictable Alberta winter (and that weirdly snowy first half of spring) had on
your home exterior. Hopefully, you are one of the lucky homeowners, and your house came out
of winter completely unscathed. There is always a chance though, that you will need to have
some repairs done. Or maybe you want to take preventative measures and create a more
durable exterior. Or maybe it’s just time for an update, and you want to increase your curb
appeal. Whatever your reason for change, we want you to get the absolute best exterior for you
and your home. Stucco, vinyl, stone, brick, and more... In this multi-part blog, we are going to
discuss your exterior options, evaluate the pros and cons of each, and help you make informed
decisions when the time comes for you to consider your exterior.

Brick
Brick is very low maintenance, and people love that about it. It also has a timeless look about it,
which is great, because a brick exterior has the potential to outlast any other home exterior (and
it’ll probably outlast you, your kids, and your grandkids, too!). There are brick houses from over
100 years ago still standing strong.
The trade-off for such a
durable and beautiful
exterior is the cost. Not
only is brick a fairly
expensive purchase, but
installation is expensive
too. It is a labour
intensive process to
install brick on your
home. An option you
may choose over brick is
brick veneer, which is
just a thinner slice of
brick. It applies like
siding, is slightly more
cost efficient, is not quite
as durable or
waterproof, but has the
beauty of traditional
brick.
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Metal
Metal is a cool option if you are looking for a unique effect or design on your exterior. Many
people like that it helps your home stay cool in the summer by reflecting the heat. There are
many materials to choose from. They are durable and outlive many other exterior finishes. Metal
is fireproof and waterproof. They also resist mold, pests, and warping, plus they are very low
maintenance. One of the best aspects of metal is that it not only comes in a variety of colours
that don’t fade over time, but it can also be painted if you ever have a change of heart.
On the contrary, some forms of metal can be prone to dents, rust, or paint chips. It also doesn’t
work as a good insulator against the cold. Many people tend to associate metal siding with retro
homes or industrial buildings. More currently though, it is used as a design accent as opposed
to a full exterior finish, which means it can end up being costly.

Wood
Wood exteriors is a fairly broad option. There are shingles, board and batten, logs, and more.
You can have wood go vertical, horizontal, or in any direction you like. We could talk all day
about wood exteriors, but to save you the agony of reading everything about it, we will sum it up
as briefly as we can right here:

Pros:






Beautiful
Resistant to hard impacts
Gorgeous
Customizable in design and colour
Subjectively the best looking exterior
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Wide range of materials and costs to choose from
Did we mention how wonderful wood houses look?

Cons:





Needs regular maintenance
Can be damaged from termites or woodpeckers
Susceptible to mold and rot
It is not fireproof (an important point given how many fires we’ve seen in Alberta in the
recent past years)

Did you know that Ultimate got its start as an exteriors company? Way back in 1979, we were
working out of the garage, initially with window cladding, then moving into full exteriors. Even
though we’ve grown up to build full custom homes now, we are always happy for a reason to get
back to our roots. Call us to talk about what we can do to help you with your exterior.
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Visit our Ultimate Showhome:
108 Douglas Woods Grove SE
Thursday 12pm-7pm
Friday-Sunday 9am-4pm

Did you know that if you are a current (or
former) customer of Ultimate Homes and
Renovations, you automatically qualify for our
referral program? Call us for information.
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